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The generic versions are available in four strengths. Statins are useful in the treatment of high cholesterol because they
can decrease the incidence of major coronary events and death in patients. Are you still sure that you want to clear all of
you selected topics? Click Terms of Use for more information. These are not all the side effects that may occur with the
use of atorvastatin. ZTlido ZTlido lidocaine topical system 1. Drug Store News Web site. Site users seeking medical
advice about their specific situation should consult with their own physician. What Is Gene Therapy? Are There Foods
for Type 2 Diabetes?Oct 5, - Generic Name: atorvastatin (a TOR va sta tin) Brand Names: Lipitor. Atorvastatin is the
generic formulation of Pfizer's Lipitor, one of the best selling drugs of all time. The cholesterol-lowering statin, is a
familiar brand name that went the way of generics in Over its branded history, Lipitor brought in over. Generic drug
availability, manufacturer information, and patent status on Lipitor. Nov 29, - Some deals require pharmacies to reject
prescriptions for low-cost generics, starting Thursday, and substitute a discounted name-brand Lipitor. Some deals have
blocked generic makers from mail-order services that account for an estimated 40 percent of all Lipitor prescriptions.
The company's aggressive. Jul 17, - Atorvastatin, a lipid lowering agent marketed under the trade name Lipitor by Pfizer
Inc. entered the market in and became the world's best-selling drug of all time. Pfizer's patent on atorvastatin expired in
November Other manufacturers began to supply the generic versions of the drug by May. Atorvastatin Branded drug:
Lipitor U.S. sales: $ billion. Companies: Daiichi Sankyo/Ranbaxy Laboratories, $ billion; Watson Pharmaceuticals, $
billion. Perhaps the biggest generics news of the last 12 months--arguably of the last 12 years--was the fall to generics of
Pfizer's ($PFE) cholesterol-lowering drug. Nov 30, - Pfizer loses patent exclusivity for its blockbuster statin Lipitor on
Wednesday, dramatically reducing prices for patients. NEW YORK (CNNMoney) -- The blockbuster drug Lipitor went
generic Wednesday, likely costing its maker billions of dollars in sales, but saving its users a nice sum in their fight
against. May 4, - As of today, Ranbaxy, India's largest pharma company and the 12th-largest generics maker in the
world, is expected to launch generic atorvastatin calcium, as the molecule is formally known, in the U.S. market on Nov.
Under federal rules, Ranbaxy would enjoy six (very profitable) months in which it. Jump to Generic availability Pfizer's U.S. patent on Lipitor expired on 30 November Initially, generic atorvastatin was manufactured only by Watson
Pharmaceuticals and India's Ranbaxy Laboratories. Prices for the generic version did not drop to the level of other
generics$10 or less for a month's. Feb 1, - In the February issue of the Harvard Health Letter, Editor in Chief Dr.
Anthony L. Komaroff answers a question that's on a lot of people's minds these days: is atorvastatin, the generic version
of the cholesterol-lowering drug Lipitor, as good as the brand-name drug? Generic atorvastatin became available for.
Dec 20, - Photo source. With the news of availability of generic Lipitor, a cholesterol lowering drug, sales of the
prescription brand have plummeted, as expected. Is generic Lipitor really the same as prescription Lipitor? Consider
this: Generic drugs are identical to brand name drugs. True or False? We know that.
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